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Dear Education Advocate and Supporter:
Closing the global education divide through teacher professional development and community
education—the mission of Teachers Without Borders – Canada—may seem a lofty goal. As
educators and advocates for education, it is in our nature to want to make a difference and
with over 59 million teachers worldwide working to help each other, this goal does not seem so
unattainable. In this our first year of operation, some questions naturally seek to be answered.
Why is there such a global divide in education?
Despite its crucial connection to economic and social development, teacher training is often
uneven, protracted, or unsupported. In addition, teachers are rarely included in educational
policy change or significant decision-making. Teachers are not just a resource for our children;
they are the key to development. They know who is sick, who is missing, who has been
abducted into the sex trade or conscripted into a military gang, who has been orphaned by
AIDS, who is achieving and who is not. In short, teachers are society's glue, and they certainly
deserve our assistance; otherwise, we are all left with a
gaping digital, educational, and economic divide. If the key
to economic development and our young people's future is
education, then teachers should have resources, tools, and
access to the Internet, as well as each other.

Those who CARE, teach!
How far has TWB-Canada come?
Teachers Without Borders – Canada (TWB-Canada) became incorporated as of February 23rd,
2007 and achieved charitable status effective April 4th, 2007. The first order of business in our
first year (actually 10 months) of operation was to build an infrastructure and spread the word
of who we are and what we do. The moniker, “Without Borders” is well known and brings with it
a certain level of respect. But almost always the response after finding out about our
organization was “never knew it existed, but excited that it does. I want to know more!”
With the help of email and the Internet, it wasn’t long before our volunteer base of educators
grew to over 500. After establishing 15 provincial/territorial coordinators to help spread the
word, making presentations and attending conferences in various cities, and the launch of the
website www.twbcanada.org, we are now seeing our volunteer base increase by
approximately15 to 20 people a month.
We also have had Canadian student leaders in four
universities: U of Toronto, U of Western Ontario, U of Alberta
and U of Sunshine Coast-Brisbane, Australia) start TWB On
Campus. The University of Toronto and the University of
Western Ontario have lead the way in this concerted effort to
make education borderless by founding “Teachers Without
Borders – On Campus” groups. It is TWB’s new focus to
expand throughout university and college campuses across
Canada and the U.S. Through this new initiative, students
will now have the opportunity to partake in this movement to
bridge the education gap.
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By expanding the demographic from certified educators to include student leaders, we are
creating a stronger and more inclusive network for TWB. This, at the core of our beliefs, is
what fuels the passions and desires to fulfil our social responsibility to the world. Check out
their facebook group: www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2247823676.
Who are our members?
All teachers and advocates of education worldwide who
share our philosophy and values are intrinsically part of our
organization and can take the role of either facilitator or
participant. The majority of participants of our projects
(teacher/education development workshops) have been
educators but may also include: community workers, NGO
employees, government employees, student leaders, etc.
Facilitators of projects are certified educators but may also
include trained professionals in various fields.
What does a member get for joining TWB-Canada?
Principally, TWB-Canada members receive the benefit of
affiliation. They sign up because they want to be a part of
something, make a difference, and cause change, and TWBCanada allows them to pursue those objectives. Many teachers
join because they want to learn and make a contribution to the
world, not to “get” something from us.
Beyond the intrinsic desire to work towards change,
members join to gain opportunities that will help them
connect, create and collaborate immediately with their
colleagues worldwide. Members play a central role
because each member possesses an important voice that
guides TWB-Canada’s efforts as a demand-driven
organization.
How does TWB-Canada empower its membership worldwide?
TWB-Canada asks its members what they need and does its best to meet those needs. If a
community of teachers requests particular curricula, TWB-Canada will connect this group of
members with another group of members that has experience in developing and using such
curricula. If TWB-Canada members experience a national disaster that hinders teachers’ ability
to serve students, TWB-Canada will solicit help from other members to address the challenge
as a team. We now have a database of hundreds of educators from across Canada eager to
volunteer to create and deliver best practices workshops to their colleagues in developing
regions. We base all our workshops on the needs of the host communities and the curriculum
of that nation. Though our existing projects have focussed specifically on delivering best
practices workshops in the areas of math and science and recently information technology and
professional development (assessment strategies, etc.), our membership have expertise
ranging from early childhood literacy to adult education and health, nutrition, and Hiv/AIDS
education.
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The next order of business in the development of our
organisation was to participate in our first project. During
June and July of 2007, TWB-Canada volunteers were part
of a team from Hawaii that has been delivering teacher
development workshops in South Africa since 2001. This
joint project helped us see the potential of our mission and
to better understand the process involved in implementing
a project.
During this time we visited three sites—Vaal
University Technical near Johannesburg,
Port Shepstone High School and Trinset
Teacher Training Centre in Mthatha on the
Eastern Cape to deliver best practices
workshops in math and science (and for the
first time computer use/integration) to rural
teachers. Other than presenting the
computer workshops, I took a behind the scenes role in the program this year to assist and to
learn. I found, though short (half day), the computer workshops were very well received and
something that the teachers so desperately want more training. Though this was not my first
experience working with my peers in South Africa, I was still able to get a better appreciation of
their circumstances with each person I talked with. You never get de-sensitized and you
always come back with a greater appreciation for your own life. It is life changing every time.
It was the first time to South Africa for my colleagues from Vancouver and it was an amazing
feeling to watch them experience what I cannot put into words. It is hard to do justice to the
experience in discussions with those who have not done this kind of work. Being able to:
immerse ourselves in the history, environment and the culture, visit rural classrooms in
session, see some of the most beautiful and the most impoverished sites, and talk to the locals
only helped to better understand and appreciate our experience.
We are very humbled by the struggles of our colleagues. These
volunteers are now global education advocates and very active in
their schools. Which only solidifies our belief that the greatest
accomplishment volunteers will gain through this experience will
be what they learn about themselves and how it will benefit their
schools and communities when they return home.
How do we decide where to go and who to help?
TWB-Canada’s strength is its membership base. New members bring with them the desires
and the experiences to assist their colleagues in developing or needy communities at home
and abroad. Members keep TWB-Canada informed of needs in their communities and schools
and work with us to develop strategies to address community challenges using local
knowledge, strategic geographic position, and individual experiences to enhance the
educational infrastructure of their countries. Members communicate with each other and form
alliances to strengthen their connections to other communities. They are committed to the field
of education and possess a wide range of interest and skills to contribute to TWB-Canada’s
mission. The number of new projects is only limited by the energy and commitment of our
members who want to make a difference.
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Last fall one of our members, while working in the Naivasha district of Kenya, was also
sourcing out a new TWB-Canada project. While another member continued to source out
project opportunities in South Africa. As a result, there will be a group of five or six educational
technology specialists doing workshops on computer use and integration for three weeks at
the beginning of July, 2008 and immediately after a team of twelve educators doing teacher
development workshops in Math, Science and English for four weeks in the Naivasha district in
Kenya.
Kenya
We have eleven highly experienced Canadian teachers in
Math, Science, English (& English as a Foreign Language),
and Special Needs who have paid their own way (through
fundraising and personal funds) to volunteer their time to
work with teachers of Naivasha district to improve teaching
practices and build lasting connections with Kenyan
schools. The intention of this experience is to allow
Canadian teachers to work alongside Kenyan teachers, to
‘walk in their shoes’. We know that the connections
established in this year’s journey to Kenya will continue well
beyond 2008 and well beyond the few teachers involved. With the recent political unrest
experienced by all Kenyans, the community we will be travelling to has been impacted with an
onslaught of refugees that has overwhelmed their educational resources. Being able to help
our colleagues in this area will not only provide them resources to make their jobs easier, but
ultimately help to build success in the hundreds of students they teach.
South Africa
As many rural schools are now receiving donated computers
and getting connected to the Internet, they are becoming
increasingly frustrated with the added administration and lack of
skills to effectively implement and integrate computer use in
their schools. A group of about five Information/Educational
Technology specialist from Canada will be travelling to some of
the townships surrounding Cape Town to deliver three oneweek workshops to discuss and train
administrators and educators on the issues
around computer use and integration and
seek to create relationships between schools
in North America and South Africa for mutual
learning on global issues and mentorship. We
will also be working to build capacity within a
local NGO to develop trainers and
implementation models that will be put into
practice for continued development.
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Already there have been discussions with potential partners and members to start new
projects in other nations in Africa, Central America, South America, and Asia. While it is
important to expand to reach more colleagues in need, it is also important to sustain those
projects that exist and commit to building capacity for the long run. This is a balance that is
restricted by resources, both financial and human.
How does TWB-Canada support its projects?
We seek to create cooperative partnerships with those organizations that recognize education
as invaluable to the economic and social development of the community and that reflect our
philosophy, values and non-discrimination policy. TWB-Canada’s partners are local and
international, for-profit and non-profit, from diverse sectors, and represent an array of visions
and missions. TWB-Canada trades its expertise with partners and invests time and diplomacy
to creating durable networks. We look to developing a creative model that succeeds in forming
productive and effective partnerships, thus limiting our need to compete for scarce funding
resources. We are also greatly appreciative of our individual donors and very proud of our low
administrative expense percentage and to boast that, in 2007, 92% of funding went directly to
the implementation of our projects.

The highest reward for a person's work is not what they get for it,
but what they become because of it.
- John Ruskin
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It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to make a difference.
- Tom Brokaw
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I remember back to my first experience in South Africa working with abandoned and orphaned
boys and then soon after their teachers. The satisfaction was immediate! But so much more
had to be done.
With the effects of HIV and AIDS now hitting the level of society that includes health care
workers and educators and an education system that cannot fully support its teachers or
students, a majority of under-privileged children find themselves in poor and over-crowded
conditions and dropping out of school at young ages. It is hard to try to be motivating as a
teacher when you are underpaid, overworked and have no resources. This is the growing
reality in too many developing nations.
As educators and students it can be easy to take what we have for granted. I sincerely believe
that education is the one thing that can better lives, provide opportunities and give hope. It is
the one thing no one can take away from you.

Noble Kelly, President
Teachers Without Borders – Canada
www.twbcanada.org
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